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Pirate Lamby sails the seven seas
In his wonderful ship The Laughing Louise.

He sails for weeks with his Woolly Crew
Jump aboard, you’re welcome too.

"If you are looking for a brilliant book for 
young readers, here it is!"  

Bob Stone owner of Write Blend Bookshop

Lamby and his trusty crew find a treasure 

map. All they have to do now is find  

the island and dig up the gold! 
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This book belongs to

Some months before publication, Jude had a problem. She needed names for the new members of the 
Woolly Crew, so she ran a competition. Choosing the winners was hard as there were so many wonderful 

suggestions. Jude would like to thank Mia and Georgia for naming Lily, Elio for naming Alfie and Evangeline 
for naming Cordero which is Spanish for lamb. I’m sure you’ll agree the names are just perfect.
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Written by Jude Lennon
Illustrated by Holly Bushnell

This book is for Angel-May and Elodie. May you have many adventures on 
land and sea – lots of love from Aunty Jude x

Pirate Lamby 
and his Woolly Crew 
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Pirate Lamby sails the seven seas

In his wonderful ship, the Laughing Louise.

He sails for weeks with his Woolly Crew.

Jump aboard, you’re welcome too.

First, there’s Cordero and Fearless Flossie.

And Alfie the Loud who is ever so bossy.

There’s Lily the Long who likes to cook.

She found a map in her recipe book.
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A map belonging to Pirate Ted Beard –  

A pirate of whom they are all afeard.

It tells of treasure under a tree,

On an island with lots of caves by the sea.
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The Laughing Louise sets off straight away,

Over the waves and through the spray.

“Come on! Sort the rigging!” calls Alfie the Loud.

Cordero just sits and looks at the clouds.
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There’s a storm brewing up, the sky is black.

The lightning flashes and the thunder cracks!
The waves get higher, they wash over the ship.

“Hang on tight, or you’ll be taking a dip!”

The storm passes over, the sun comes out.

When Pirate Lamby lets out a shout.
“The map has gone, it’s in the sea!

We’ll never find the treasure under the tree!”
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“LAND AHOY!” Fearless Flossie cries.

A beautiful island with caves she spies.

Into the rowing boat, heading for land,

Soon they arrive on the golden sand.
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But when they look up, all they can see

Are hundreds and hundreds and hundreds of trees!

And then a bright blue parrot appears,

He flies straight over and squawks in their ears.
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“Have you come to find the great Ted Beard?

He’s been shipwrecked here for years and years.

To find the treasure, you must help me

Get Pirate Ted Beard back to sea.”

“Right, let’s go, there’s lots to do!”

(Goodness Alfie, he’s as bossy as you!)

“Catch some fish for our dinner plate.

I fancy a piece of yummy skate.”
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The pirates ate their tasty treat

And threw the fish bones at their feet.

“Now parrot, where’s this Pirate Ted?

And we want the treasure just like you said.”
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“There’s one more thing that you must do

Please promise to take me back with you.

And if you do that, my promise, it’s true,

Is riches galore your whole life through!”
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The pirates couldn’t believe their luck.

They all agreed and a deal was struck.

The parrot was off with a flap and a squawk.

The pirates followed, no time to talk.
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“Inside this cave is the treasure you seek.

Plus Pirate Ted Beard who’s having a sleep.”

The pirates creep in and see old Ted

Snoring gently on a rock for his bed.
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And next to him an enormous chest,

Which is full of treasure, the very best.

“Wake up Pirate Ted Beard, we’ve come for you!”

Cry Pirate Lamby and his Woolly Crew.
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“What took you so long? I’ve been waiting for years!”

Yells a grumpy and tired Pirate Ted Beard.

“At last somebody has rescued me. 

What are we waiting for? BACK TO THE SEA!”
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Back on board the Laughing Louise

Pirate Lamby sails the seven seas.

He sails for weeks with his Woolly Crew

Plus Pirate Ted Beard and a parrot who’s blue.
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